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Abstract. Taking into account the economic, social and environmental implications
of unscheduled outages of power plants due to sudden failures of key-components
like turbines and boilers, the selection of process control and supervision, optimisation and maintenance methodology gains in importance, which should provide the
best technical solution to ensure safe operation of the plant. Various parameters like
vibration, flow, pressure, noise, etc. are known to describe the actual condition of a
plant or single machine component. Tools of systematically analysis and diagnostic
techniques have to be implemented or adapted for determination and classification
of the actual operation condition as shown here at some examples of failure source
localization at steam turbines in power plants by combination of advanced vibration
and process parameter evaluation.

1. Introduction
Since the onset of deregulation more than three years ago, fierce competition has prevailed
in the German power market among the former monopoly companies. Other “team-mates”
have entered the highly competitive market from inside and outside. Moreover, surplus
capacities have been created in the open market by the reserve units built up during the time
of monopolies to ensure security of supplies. The resulting slump in prices has brought
about competition even among individual power plants of the same company. Today only
the lowest-cost supplier has a chance to hold its own in the market. The enormous cost
pressure on the generating companies has lead to far-reaching changes on an unprecedented
scale in our industry. This development has more or less taken the same direction in most
western European countries.
One major problem from the operator's point of view is that in the past due to the
hardened market conditions a number of new equipments and reconditioning features to
increase the nominal load and efficiency of machines has been thrown into the market
without having achieved - at least initially - a sufficient operational reliability and maturity.
Project prolongations, losses of availability and extensive upgrades endanger the benefit for
all parties involved. The commercial benefit arising from the use of most modern technologies can be cancelled out by a loss of availability within a short time and as a result the innovation readiness of the customers in new power plant projects could be affected seriously. Experiences in actual projects show a significant decline in the quality of delivered
materials and components and in the quality management of the suppliers and sub-supplier
chains. In particular the upcoming of faults arising from lacks in basic workmanship skills which seemed to have been left behind - are a point of concern.
Taking into account the economic, social and environmental implications of nonavailability, unscheduled outages due to sudden failures or wrong maintenance actions, the
selection of process control and supervision, optimisation and maintenance methodology
gains in importance, which should provide the best technical solution to ensure safe opera-
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tion of the plant. Failures and unfortunate operation conditions have to be identified in their
early stages during operation.
Various parameters like vibration, flow, pressure, noise, etc. include information
about the actual condition of a plant or single machine component. Tools of analysis and
diagnosis techniques have to be implemented or adapted for determination and classification of the actual machine=s condition. Faults or unfavourable operating conditions in their
origin can be diagnosed and located. Base is the utilization of the information contents of
measured vibration signals and process parameters by extraction of significant pattern to
detect damages in their early stage and point out lack in the organization leadership and/or
the operating condition. Regarding to this problematic nature, modern measuring methods
in combination with progressive trends of computerized information systems hint to new
innovations in the area of process and quality control, production inspection, and predictive
maintenance features.
The paper presents some results of monitoring different turbo-sets by advanced vibration supervision in combination with process parameter analysis using the managing and
control system of the plant, combining failure source localization as well as process optimisation. After a general description of the used vibration measurement devices and analysis
techniques, some case histories present the success of fault detection, process optimisation
and the support of maintenance work.

2. Excitation Sources, Sensors and Instrumentation
The aim of all plant operation and monitoring systems should be the threshold of 100%
machine’s availability during operational time by reliable systems and fast reaction fault
management. The mission should be the development of integrated strategies, methods and
tools of planning and operating production systems by the vision of guaranteed availability
and quality. The state of art of investigations for early failure detection emphasizes mainly
on single system components of production machines, e.g. rolling element bearings, meshing gears, using vibration and acceleration analysis techniques. Actually extensive research
work is done on the field of diagnostics of process data and machine control. Using this
basic knowledge, actually, the global consideration of process lines has to be looked at,
leading to new ways in the field of transient vibration signal analysis. The knowledge of the
machine’s vibration signatures and their time dependent behaviour are the basics of efficient condition monitoring.

Figure 1. Vibration Excitation Sources in General and Measurement Devices

A complex production line consists generally as shown in figure 1 of several driving units
(e.g. electrical or hydraulic motor, turbine), a transmission unit (e.g. gearbox, coupling),
and a processing machine (e.g. generator, compressor, pump, tool, press). Vibrations of ma2

chines are the results of the dynamic forces, due to moving parts and structures (e.g. foundation), which are interlinked to the machine and its mechanical properties. Different machine parts will vibrate with various frequencies and amplitudes. All these components
generate specific vibration signatures, which are transmitted and reflected in the machine’s
structure. Machine condition, machine faults and on-going damage can be identified in operating machines by fault symptoms, e.g. mechanical vibration, air borne noise, and
changes in the process parameters like temperatures and efficiency.
To the fulfilment of the demands on comprehensive vibration analysis, an aimed instrumentation of the unit to be supervised is required whereby displacement, velocity and
acceleration pick-ups are used. Mathematically these basic descriptive values can be transformed one to the other by integration respectively by differentiation. Practically the choice
of sensors depends on the excitations to be determined. Accelerometers show a constant
amplitude behaviour over a wide frequency range, therefore they can be used to detect low
as well as high frequent signal intensities, while velocity transducers show a 1/f (f = excitation frequency) proportional amplitude damping and displacement pick-ups even damp the
amplitudes by 1/f². Looking at the balance condition of rotors this effect is favourable due
to the automatically reduction of high frequent signal amplitudes due to friction, gearing,
etc. which superimpose the lower frequent rotational speed component. In case of rolling
element bearing defects, which mainly excite high frequent pulses due to the interaction of
rolling elements and raceways, accelerometers fit best.
Summarized the sensor choice largely depends on the frequencies to be analysed,
where acceleration in general covers frequencies from 0 to 20 kHz, velocity from 2 Hz to
2kHz, and displacement the range from 0 to 300 Hz. Many techniques exist, which can be
used either singly or in combination to identify vibration patterns. Components typically
monitored are gears, bearings, couplings, rotors, fans, pumps, turbines, etc. to determine
and distinguish several failure causes like imbalance, looseness, misalignment, wear, poor
lubrication, general damage, aero/hydrodynamic forces, cavitation, etc.

Figure 2. Vibration Excitation Sources in Turbines

Finally, the response of the vibration monitoring system to the onset of failures and unfortunate operation conditions depends basically on the used instrumentation. The faster the
response is required, the more likely a hard-wired system is suggested rather than portable
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data collectors. Where the consequence of failures is higher, the easier it is to justify the
costs, e.g. a big steam turbine normally is monitored permanently while the auxiliary
equipment (e.g. vacuum pumps) may be inspected by portable units.
The knowledge of the machines vibrational signatures and their time dependent behaviour are the basis of efficient condition monitoring. Different parts of the machine arrangement will vibrate with various frequencies and amplitudes, e.g. the vibration signals
of complex machinery consist of a mix of speed related excitations (unbalance, blade rotation sounds, electromagnetic excitations, etc.), periodical excitations (structural and flow
induced), as well as stochastical excitations (friction, impacts). All these components generate specific vibration signatures, which are transmitted and reflected in the machine’s
structure (figure 2). Machine condition, machine faults and on-going damage can be identified in operating machines by fault symptoms.
Dependent on the machine or the single component to be monitored a wide spread
of sensor and system applications are available form handheld meters of one or two channels with direct data evaluation to complex multi channel supervision with direct link to the
main host process monitoring like one example is shown in figure 3 by the vibration instrumentation of a 920 MW steam turbine consisting of eddy-probes to determine the relative rotor displacement and expansion, velocity transducers to monitor the bearing block
vibration. In case of the also shown fan arrangement for monitoring the fan condition
serves only to accelerometers. Certain hints about the use of vibration instrumentation (sensor positions, frequency range, mounting positions as well as thresholds) are fixed in ISO,
API, and VDI standards.

Figure 3. Vibration Instrumentation of a Steam Turbine and Exhaust Fans

3. Data Acquisition and Processing
State of technology in vibration monitoring of rotating machines is related to the calculation of standard deviation and/or maximum values, their comparison with thresholds and
their trend behaviour to determine increased wear or changes in the operation conditions.
Spectrum analysis with special phase constant averaging routines allows to determine machine specific signatures by magnitude and phase relation. By correlation analysis common
information of different vibration signals is evaluated for source localization, and cepstrum
analysis is used to quantify periodical information of spectral data.
A general overview about exemplarily processed statistical time values dependent
on the shape of the vibration signal is visualized in figure 4. Aim of these values is to quantify the visual impression of the time signals as demonstrated here for local and distributed
faults at gears and rolling element bearings. Based on the large statistical variation width in
the pure maximum value an integral description of the dynamical signal information is
given by the effective value also called standard deviation (STD), squared the variance pre4

sents the dynamic signal energy. The Crest-factor describes the peak intensity in the signal
progress, calculated by the relation of the maximal value to the standard deviation. Through
the fourfold exponential weighting of short-time pulse excitation against the energy contained in the signal, the relative load independence of the Kurtosis-factor (ß) arises, in contrast to the characteristical values described above. By definition the Kurtosis-factor
reaches for purely sinusoidal excitation a value of 1.5 (e.g. pure unbalance excitation), in
gaussian rustling a value of 3.0 (e.g. stochastical mechanical/flow friction), while for short
time pulses within the time set (e.g. short time rubbing, local rolling element bearing damage, cavitation) values up to 100 can appear. The form-factor, as ratio of the quadratic average (RMS, root mean square value) to the linear average, applies as an analysis tool to
share harmonics from coupled information in the signal, with a value of 1.11 for purely
harmonical signal components. Stepping up additional damage specific non-harmonical
related signal components in the observation period, or the harmonically components shift
themselves, this reflects as changes of the form factor. The single calculation algorithms are
to be taken from special literature.

Figure 4. Vibration Excitation Sources and their Statistical Time Values

As a further remedy to the comparison of conditions or signal progresses the correlation
coefficient ρ is available as applied here to describe changes of probability functions for the
two shown faults. It describes whether in the mean of a signal order and/or an observation
time interval two time signals are independent from each other, if covariance or contravariance exists. Calculated from the linear average of the product from both observed time
signals, normalized by the product of the accompanying standard deviation, it compares
obviously the changes in the signal’s shape.
To the premature determination of faults and damages of single machine components, the
trend setting of certain statistical time values of the vibration signals suits itself. So the initiating and growing of defects in rolling element bearings of pumps, compressors, and drive
units in most cases are clearly detected by using statistical values as should be demonstrated by the presented examples. Due to the regarded results the first impression might
lead to conclude that time domain analysis by trend setting of statistical values is sufficient
to determine faults successfully. Near problems with source localization in complex ma5

chinery, the example shows that the signatures for the gear faults here are similar to that
ones of the bearing fault and superimposed structure resonances often influence the pure
time signal analysis.
The single frequency components contained in the time signals can only be determined by amplitude and phase relations of frequency analysis using spectra, coherences
and cepstra. To the use of automated routines for failure determination and diagnostic purposes the occurring data quantities have to be reduced to single values as the amplitudes of
characteristcal frequency components, like the narrow banded spectra information of rotational related excitation as unbalance, misalignment, gear mesh, etc.
The cepstrum, the inverse FFT of the spectrum, summarizes all periodical information within one value, e.g. the amplitude and frequency modulations of bearing, gear, and
blade faults become visible at increased gamnitudes of the speed rahmonics. If faults at
rotational speed related machine components occur, in the vibration spectrum the amplitude
at this characteristic frequency changes and dependent on the fault dimension additional
sidebands with the distance of speed occur. The combination of excited center frequency,
for the fault example above the teeth mesh (TM) respectively the characteristic bearing
frequencies (BPFO, BPFI), and the cepstrum gamnitudes (Cn) at the 1st speed rahmonic
characterize the fault. Broad banded information of system and fluid resonances are monitored by FFT-integrals in certain frequency ranges. Friction related information is represented in the spectra ground level (Ilog). Multi sensor systems in combination with correlation techniques avoid measurement errors and determine excitation sources. Similar to the
cepstrum analysis the hocerence (inverse FFT of the coherence) enables to summarize all
periodically related information obtained in two signals.
Likely as in case of the statistical time values different faulty operation conditions
could have similar shapes of spectra. Especially for complex machine arrangements with
multiple step gears, several rolling element bearings, the difficulty is to separate clearly the
different speed related excitations from structure or fluid induced components. A common
method to identify speed related information is time averaging of the vibration signals using external signal triggering (e.g. by strobe light, laser, decoder).
In order to detect all mentioned failure mechanism and their effects to the characteristical values a further step is the calculation of vectors. Simplified a matrix of single values, e.g. the statistical time values, certain machine specific frequency components (e.g.
teeth mesh, blade rotation sound, etc.), and the corresponding cepstrum components like
shown in the next figures. A cross-link with a weighting function can emphasize certain
fault patterns. Changes in the operational behaviour become directly visible and experienced operational staff is able to determine different classes of defect. Related to complex
machinery the information has to be compressed further, here several single components
interact and the obtained information is not only related to one sensor signal.
According to the type of defect, the vectors produce the largest correlation for failure and grade of damage. The distance and angle between the vectors present an easy classification and consider the correlation between the measuring vectors and the prototype or
reference vector. The simplest type of classification is reached by the minimal analysis of
distance, magnitude and angle between each of them. As result an actual condition based
cycle is obtained in figure 5, which classifies the actual machine’s condition, the resistance
against wear, and the „distance“ to unfortunate operation. Certain more complex algorithms
for classification have to be applied, if the single failure classes are not clearly separated.
This principle of signal classification is also used in the field of eddy current measurements
for failure detection and material classification, ultrasonic testing or automatically image
processing of x-ray inspection.
Also here the correlation with process parameters increases the probability of secured fault detection and description. In a further step the vector itself might fit as an input
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of a neural classification and interactive pattern recognition system which is able, if sufficient samples of reference and failure classes are available, to determine faults automatically and initiate fast control action.

Figure 5. Definition of Vectors and Possibility of Graphical Visualization

A further step to determine different fault signatures automatically is the implementation
and development of expert systems using neural networks. Historically, the interest in neural networks has two roots: the desire to understand the principles the human brain works
with, and the wish to build machines that are capable of performing complex tasks with
automatical learning.
Several examples of fault determination respectively the detection of unfortunately
operation conditions in different machine arrangements during operation should now demonstrate the efficiency of vibration analysis for condition monitoring and fault detection.

4. Excited Vibration Levels after Load Modification at a Feeder Boiler Pump
Figure 6 presents the APSD of acceleration at the housing of the main feed water pump in
an 920 MW power plant for different operation conditions. The actual feed water pump
consists of a high speed four stage main pump and a lower speed two stage pre-pump, connected by means of a right spur gearing. At nominal load the required power consumption
is about 21 MW, placed at disposal by a double flow steam turbine.
The load conditions are adjusted by changing the rotational speed of the driving turbine. After maintenance of the steam turbine for power generation increasing the plants
efficiency (from 800 MW over 860 MW to 920 MW), the load of the feed water pump had
to be modified too, leading to increased vibration levels of standard deviation, measured by
the installed pump supervision system. Therefore, additional vibration measurements were
carried out to determine the source of excitation. The APSDs presented in figure 6 show the
acceleration signatures at the main pump up to frequency components of 14 kHz for 746
MW electrical power, with main excitation sources of the blade rotation sound and harmon7

ics as narrow banded information (BRS - blade rotation sound, number of blades x rotating
frequency), superimposed by broad banded system resonances. After changing the load to
875 MW the rotating frequency of the feed water pump has to be increased, visible in the
postponement of the narrow banded excitations of the speed related BRS with harmonics.
In addition appear at frequency range from 6 to 10 kHz narrow banded speed related acceleration components with speed modulations.

Figure 6. Vibration Signatures of Feeder Boiler Pump after Load Increase

Those are to be assigned to the coupling between main pump and gear transmission, which
is operating in resonance. This is not the only cause of the increased overall vibration level
as be proved by the APSDs in figure 6, presenting the lower frequent information of acceleration between 40 and 100 Hz. The spectra for generator powers of 746 MW and 875 MW
are applied whereby in the upper part of the figure linear magnitude scaling and in the
lower one logarithmic scaling is used. In both cases, the unbalance excitation is to be recognized at frequencies of 67.5 Hz and 79 Hz, clearly. In addition the logarithmic spectra show
two system resonances (marked with RE1, RE2), which can be assigned through estimated
calculation to resonances of the concrete foundation. In exclusive view of the linear spectra
is noticeable that the magnitude of the speed related component at generator power of 875
MW is determined to 37 (m/s²)²/Hz, about 20 times the value of magnitude in APSD for
generator loads of 746 MW.
Through the inclusion of logarithmic spectra on the hand it becomes clear, that the
amplitude of the rotation related component did not strongly increase by additional unbalance excitation, due to the fact that the marked length l1 and l2 are quite identical. Actually the increased vibration level concerns to superimposed unbalance excitation and structure resonances due to the increased rotational machine’s speed.
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5. Volumetric Resonances at Fresh Water Arrangement
The alarm monitoring system of the two fresh water pumps of a 550 MW coal fired power
plant showed vibration levels above the allowed thresholds given by VDI/ISO. Acceleration measurements at several measurement positions at the motor, planetary gear, the pump,
and the foundation should prove the source of excitation. During partial load of power generation the fresh water supply can be done by only one pump in operation.

Figure 7. Flow Induced Resonance Excitation

Comparing the vibration signatures in time domain at several measurement positions it
could be stated that in case of two pumps in operation the level of acceleration increases up
to 30% and 100%, dependent on the sensor position. The integrated values of velocity and
displacement showed at all measurement positions increased levels of several 100%, hinting to a low frequent main vibration source (figure 7) due to changed flow conditions. The
spectra comparison prove a frequency component of about 20.5 Hz with highest amplitude
level in case of two pumps in operation. The increased signal ground level is related to fluid
induced friction due to the higher flow rate. At the pump’s outlet a connecting tube should
allow plant operation with either pump I or pump II in operation in cases of system failure.
Due to the 90° tube bend behind the connecting pipe a standing pressure wave occurs.
Small changes in the flow rate for each pump system are interchanged by the connecting
pipe. Calculating the acoustical capacity of the resonator chambers between the pump outlet and the 90° tube turn (marked in figure 7 with V1/V3) and the acoustical inductivity of
the connecting pipe a resonator frequency could be determined at about 21 Hz, which fits
quite well the measured vibration signature. In this case an electrical controlled gate valve
separating the two tube systems solved the problem.
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6. Rotor Instabilities due to Steam Flow
Non-stationary flow conditions are often the source of enlarged vibration levels at steam
turbines as shown in figure 8 for partial load of a 350 MW nuclear steam turbine. Additionally vibration measurements with eddy probes and accelerometers are performed to monitor
the general condition of the machine for the last 15 years. During start-up and shut-down of
the machine instabilities of shaft-vibration occur at electrical load of about 80 MW, visible
in the standard deviation of displacement as amplitude modulation between 100 and 200
µm at the bearing of the high pressure part (HP), with less amplitude shifts between 50 and
80 µm at the HP-LP1 (low pressure) bearing.

Figure 8. Rotor Instabilities due to Steam Flow

The orbits of relative displacement of the rotor show low frequent instabilities. Through the
simultaneously sampling of all displacement signals, the points of equal shaft rotating angle
can be connected, giving hints to the dynamical displacement of the rotor, instabilities due
to misalignment or oil whirl/oil whip, and superimposed structure resonances as well as
rotor deflection. Frequency analysis of relative displacement and absolute bearing vibration
show a non stationary frequency component at about 25 Hz hinting to bearing instabilities.
Correlation between the vibration signals and the pressure fluctuations in the turbine inlet
prove steam flow related excitation sources. During normal operation the steam flow is
regulated by four symmetrically arranged regulation valves at the high pressure part, while
for partial load two valves are used, one under 45º to the horizontal direction from the top
and by a second one 180º displaced. The unsymmetrical admission of steam flow becomes
visible by non-stable displacement of the rotor 90º dephased to the direction of the valves
in operation, mainly at the free rotor end (HP), while bearing design and the masses of the
adapted low pressure part (HP-LP1) have a damping influence to these instabilities. Operational tests using only the upper regulation valve with all other valves closed (marked area
II, figure 8) show significantly decreased maximum amplitudes and stationary vibration
behaviour, where the deviation of relative and absolute displacement reach the normal values of nominal load, the frequency component at 25 Hz drops down, visible in the linear
waterfall spectra. The first harmonic of rotation at 50 Hz is not influenced.
Using the correlation between vibration signatures and the process parameters the
source of an unfortunate operation condition could be determined. The transient measure10

ment devices guarantee fast response to the performed test and by this the operational condition during the start-up and shut-down procedure could be optimised, increasing the machines life time.

7. Summary
The experiences obtained by monitoring several machine arrangements in power plants as
well as in production industries prove the successful use of aimed vibration monitoring for
fast failure source localization and process optimisation at machines in operation. Most
installed vibration monitoring systems serve for threshold comparison and alarm monitoring. To get the alarm is state of art, to quantify and classify the obtained information is the
second step implemented in modern process control systems. To fix the excitation source
and to develop reaction strategies with short time delay proving the success of actions still
requires certain expert knowledge. As proved by several industrial projects the interlink
between vibration analysis and the process parameters represent a fast and reliable tool for
condition-based description of machines in operation.
Aim of all investigations is to realize a partial share for the economic/ecologic production within an optimized production process and high performance availability. Therewith, the plant management system, the possibilities of supervision and the condition-based
maintenance must be interlinked, combining the tools of advanced data processing, evaluation, documentation and data visualization as one of the most important point of view for
system acceptance by the operational staff. On-line process monitoring is beneficial for
maintaining high quality products at high production rates and low costs fixed by the terms
of availability, operational reliability and service life. Therefore the main task of a vibration
diagnostic system is the processing of necessary measured data to identify, or at least to
limit, the cause of damage and disturbances in rotating machines and production lines,
whereby two methods of fulfillment for this task are offered:
the manual diagnostic, where the specialist has to extract significant information
from the vibration signal, his knowledge is of main importance for the correct trend setting
of the results, conclusions about fault patterns and actions to save the machine’s life.
the automatical diagnosis, where the knowledge of the specialist has been successfully transferred into an expert system to realize an automatic interpretation of the measured data. The task of the expert system is not to replace the specialist, but rather to provide
support to speed-up his diagnosis. It could help for automatical determination of simple
problems displaying possible causes of damage and their probabilities. It can recognize and
avoid critical operational conditions when short reaction times are necessary and there is no
time to consult experts. And finally, it provides assistance to an expert in solving complex
problems.
Practice has shown that vibration monitoring is, from an economic point of view, a profitable strategy. The investment costs can be amortized already after the prevention of only
one unscheduled downtime of the machine. New technical requirements will grow out of
this demand and will lead to further developments in present concepts for hardware and
software modules which can be subdivided among others by the following concepts:
*
*

improved expert systems with higher level of diagnostic authoritativeness and
greater diagnostic accuracy,
improved infrastructure by more powerful performance information and control
systems to interlink planning, start-up, production, and maintenance,
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*
*

build up of computerized information centers to interlink the experiences and investigations of machine manufacturer, the operator in industrial production, also including the related insurance companies,
with the ideal threshold of a planned 100% machine’s availability during the fabrication cycle.
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